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NUCLEAR WINTER AND STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE by Caroline 
L. H.unberg. Argonne NatIonal Leb EES·362, 9700 South ea.. Ave., 
Argonne, IL 80438. 

Abstract. This communication discusses the capability of 
large-scale directed energy missile defense systems in 
space for causing extensive fire damage if redirected to 
surface targets, and the potential climatic effects of such 
fires. The study was undertaken because of the importance 
of the Strategic Defense Initiative in the national 
security and arms control areas, and concern that recent 
analyses in the literature of the advantages and 
disadvantages of ballistiC missile defense systems have had 
too narrow a focus, addressing only the potential of such 
systems within the context of their intended application as 
defensive systems. The conclusions are that SUch large
scale space ballistic missile defense systems employing 
high intensity lasers operating at frequencies at which the 
atmosphere is substantially transparent, may have the 
'potential for causing devastating surface fires so massive 
that severe climatio effects similar to those addressed in 
nuclear winter calculations may ensUe. 

Since 1982. there has been extensive disoussion in the 
literature of the global atmospherio effects of nuclear 
War. and, in particular, of the possibly catastrophic 
climatic effects of smoke genrr~ted in a nuclear war, the 
"nuclear winter" effect. It would appear to be 
important to examine large-scale non-~uclear weapons 
systems to assess their potential effects in ameliorating 
or exacerbating a nuclear winter, or indeed even their 
potential for independently causing severe olimatic effects 
similar to those Of nuclear winter. 

Since the advent of the concept of the Strategic 
Defense Initiative (SOl) in 1983, it has been clear that 
this ballistic missile defense teohnology offers the 
possibility of limiting the effects of nuclear winter even 
in a large~scale nuclear exchange, as a collateral effect 
of ballistic missile defense. This paper directs attention 
to the circumstanoe that alternative utilization of a 
large-scale defensive weapons systems Similar to those 
envisaged in the context of the SOl or similar SOviet 
systems might in fact have the deleteriOUS effect of 
leading to nuclear-wInter-like effects independent Of the 
occurrence of a nuclear war. 

SOl has been cnaractjrized as "a new research 
program••• ta study how lasers; particle beams, and homing 
projectiles could destroy ballistic miss4les to protect 
populatiOns against a massive first strike." SOl is based 
to a significant extent on directed energy missile defense 
1n space, although recent~l6kinetic energy weapons concepts 
have received attention. The possibility of initiat1ng 
severe climatic effects Similar to those of a nuclear 
winter through use Of a large-scale directed-energy miSSile 
defense system arises because lasers could be employed in a 
manner not originally envisaged in SOl, as has been 
discussed In a"eoent informal report by Latter and 
Martinelli: nSDI: Defense or Retaliation?" 
Specifically. the laser weapons of such a large-scale 
system, instead of being targeted against offensive 
missiles and reentry vehicles in space, could be directed 
against targets on the ground, including cities. Rough 
calculations indicate that a laser defense system designed 

to be powerful enough to cope fully with the ballistic 
missile threat posed by either superpower might also have 
the potential of initiating massive urban fires and even of 
destroying the enemy's major cities by fire in a matter of 
hours. Such mass fires might be expected to generate smoke 
in amounts comparable to the amounts generated in some 
major nuclear exchange scenarios. Since it is primarily 
the effects of the smoke generated by fire in a nuclear war 
which lead to nuclear winter, it appears that a climatic 
catastrophe similar to nuclear winter might also result 
from such a graund-target-directed application of intense 
laser beam weapons from a large-scale system similar to a 
ballistiC mlssile defense system. 

What is the technical basis for such a Judgment? We 
limit our attentlon to lasers, and exclude from 
consideration other weapons proposed for the arsenal of 
SOl. such as x~ray lasers, kinetic energy weapons, neut[27 
particle beams, and laser·channeled electron beams. 
Only space-based or ground~based lasers operating at 
wavelengths at which the atmosphere is substantially or 
appreciably transparent are relevant. (However, since 
systems information available in the unclassified 
literature is rather limited, data on laser weapons systems 
operating at ather wavelengths will also be used for 
illustrative purposes.) 

It is necessary to consider some specific examples to 
provide quantitative information to support the inferences 
stated earlier. A laser weapon causes damage by 
concentrating thermal energy on its target in excess Of 
what the target could withstand without malfunctioning. 
Various informed sources report that a laser beam applied 
against a 2missile must direct of the order of 10,000 
joules/em of radiant energy for a time interval of the 
order40g ,econds in order to achieve such damage by thermal 
kill. " In f~ct, delivery of a burst of laser energy of 
10,000 joules/cm to burn through a missile skin in one 
second at a distance of 3,000 km has been described 
authoritatively as a reasonable level of lethality and an 
acceptable range in terms of the size of t~e constellation 
of platforms to deal with a massive attack. 

It should be 20ted that the radiant energy exposure of 
10,000 joules/cm required for a reasonable level of 
lethality against missiles far exceeds the radiant energy 
exposure needed for ignition of fires. The report by Turco 
et al. on nuclea~ winte~ defines the ~rea of urbap fire 
ignItion by the 20 cal/cm (80 joules/cm ) contour, more 
than two orders of magnitude smaller than the missile 
lethality value quoted above. Radiant exposures fro~ 
nuclear weapons thermal radiation as low as 16 joules/cm 
are reported to cause ignition of fi3~ in some common 
househOld and outdoor tinder materials. ' 

Let us now examine the capability of a large-scale 
defensive system similar to what has been envisaged in 
connection with SOl for employing high-intensity lasers to 
initiate mass fires. Parameters appropriate to an orbiting 
chemical laser boost~phase intercept defense system using 
HF Chemical lasers, radiating at 2.7 microns in the 
infrared, ha~e been treated in the most detail in the apen 
literature. (This case would not be suitable for the 
incendiary attack mode under conSideration here. Infrared 
radiation of this wavelength is attenuated by the 
atmosphere; however, most of it gets down to 10 km or so. 
Such la~ers can be considered for a boost~phase intercept 
system. ) 
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Such a system might consist of 160 separate 20 
megawatt HF chemical lasers, with output optics cons~ting 
of 10-meter mirrors, orbiting at 1,000 km altitude. The 
minimum divergence acgle for the resulting beams would be 
0.32 microradians. The spot from such a laser beam at a6range of 4,000 km would be 1.3 m in diameter. Twenty 
megawatts distributed over thlZ spot size would give an 
average energy flux of 1.5 kw/cm. Thus, to irradiate a 
missile at this range at the nominal lethal fluence would 
require a target dwell time of 6,6 seco~ds. However, to 
irradiate at the nominal 80 joules/cm for ignition of 
fires would require a dwell time of around 50 milliseconds. 
At a range of 2,000 km, perhaps more realistiC, the dwell 
time for ignition of fires would be about 13 milliseconds. 

Each such laser would be designed to be operable for 
at least 150 seconds, the accessibility time for boost
phase i~tercept for boosters resembling the U.S. MX 
missile. Thus, assuming a negligible slewing time of the 
beam from target to target, each such laser could deliver 
the nominal fluence for ignition of fires at over 10,000 
separate locations during the 150 seconds of total use. 
(These are order-of-magnitude numbers only. For more 
details, see the Appendix.) 

What would be the efficacy of 10,000 separate 
simultaneous ignition points within a city in creating mass 
fires, such as conflagrations or In particular a fire 
storm? %x~erience during World War II may provide some 
guidance.' Conflagrations, as distinct from fire storms, 
are mass fires having moving fire fronts which can be 
driven by the ambient wind. The fire of a conflagration 
can spread as long as there is sufficient fuel. 
Conflagrations can develop from a single ignition, whereas 
fire storms have been observed only where a large number of 
fires8are burning simultaneously over a relatively large 
area. 

In a fire storm, many fires merge to form a single, 
convective column of hot gases rising from the burning area 
and strong, fire-induced, inwardly radially-directed winds 
are aSSOCiated with the convective column. The conditions 
under which a firestorm may be expected are not well known. 
However, based on World War II experience with mass fires 
in Germany and Japan, the minimum requirements for a 
firestorm to develop are considered by some authorities to 
be the following: (1' at least 8 pounds of combUstibles 
per square foot of fire area, (2) at least half of the 
structures In the area on fire simultaneously, (3) a wind 
of less than 8 mph at the time '8and (4) a minimum burning 
area of about half a square mile. Sin~e urban flammablrmaterial burdens average 10 g~ams/cm in city centers, 
corresponding to about 20 lbs/ft , under suitable weather 
conditions there is the poteritial for creating a firestorm 
if more than half of the structures in an area of half a 
square mile or more can be ignIted simultaneously. 

Staying with actual experience, the Hamburg firestorm 
was created during World War II when about 700 bombers In 
two attack phases dropped approximately 2,400 tons of mixed 
incendiaries and high-explosive b§mbs on the eastern and 
southeastern districts of Hamburg. The Overall Report 
(European War) on the U.S. strategiC BomDing Survey states 
that two out of three buildings were afire within a 4.5 
square mile area, while general fire~ were started over a 
total area of about 17 square miles. In less than one 
hour, the fires In the core area had merged to form a mass 
fire; the tot~l core of the firestorm embraced almost 4.5 
square miles. 

If we use these numbers, we can make an order-of
magnitude estimate of the number of initiating points for 
firestorm formation. Allowing 30 buildings to the 1/8th 
mile city block, one finds roughly 6,000 equivalent 
initiating pOints for the Hamburg firestorm. The minimum 
criteria for development of a firestorm mentioned earlier 
appear to require only on the order of 500 initiating 
pOints. Thus, the capability of creating more than 10,000 
simultaneous ignition points for fires appears fully 
adequate for creating a firestorm or conflagrations in an 
urban area under appropriate weather conditions. So it 
appears that a single laser battle station could have the 
capability of destroying a city by incendiary attack. 

For a ballistiC missile defense of the type that has 
been considered in connection with SOl, there would be a 
constellat ion of a 1 arge number Of6 sf-eh bat tIe s tatioos 
deployed in orbit above the earth.' In the example 
under consideration, there would be 160 separate lasers of 
the type Just examined orbiting in the base case (or 
possibly even 10 times as many should arsenals increase, og 
the system be enhanced to cope with fast-Durn boosters). 
ThUS, substantially all of the major cities of either 
superpower could be targeted for radiative thermal attack 
by intense lasers, with the potential for creating mass 
fires in all of these urban areas within a matter of hours. 

It should be noted that the estimates above take into 
account only the potential of the boost-phase portion of a 
largeAscale ballistic miSSile defense system for incendiary 
attack application. Laser systems aSSOCiated wi th post
boost, midcourse, and terminal defense might enhance the 
incendiary capability of ~ large-scale missile defense 
system by an order of magnitude or more. 

Prior calculations '1 using somewhat different 
assumptions, and considering other types and configurations 
of lasers, indicate the possibility of even greater 
efficacy of a large-scale laser ballistic missile defense 
system for incendiary attack, and suggest up to a total of 
100 million separate ignition points. 

Could severe to catastrophic climatic effects like 
those of nuclear winter follow such a laser attack? Turco 
et al. found nuclear winter effects even in their 100 Mt 
city attack scenario, an attack which corresponded to 
burning 100 fajor cities with no other significant 
destruction. Since an attack on cities by a large-scale 
laser weapons system similar in characteristics to those 
aSSOCiated with directed energy missile defense systems 
appears to have the potential of creating massive urban 
fires in over 100 cities within a matter of hours, there 
appears to be a serious possibility that a nuclear winter 
could ensue directly from such a large~scale laser attack, 
without a nuclear war. 
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APpendix: Notes on Attenuation and Beam Divergence 

When laser radiation is transmitted through the 
earth's atmosphere, numerous physical processes can occur 
which, generally speaking, alter the nature of the beam. 
In particular, the beam will be attenuated by absorption 
and scattering processes. Absorption and scattering result 
not only from constituent gases of the atmosphere, but also 
from water vapor, water droplets, and other particulates 
including smoke and dust. The absorption and scattering 
cross sections are functions of wavelength; and attenuation 
of electromagnetic radiationAln ~he earth's atmosphere is 
strongly wavelength dependent. ,A 

The total beam attenuation is also of course dependent 
on the total path length through the atmosphere. For the 
case of a laser beam originating from an orbiting earth 
satellite and directed at a ground target, the minimum 
total path length through the atmosphere would occur for 
the case in which the laser is directed vertically dowRyar~ 
(air mass 1, zenith angle 0 0 as seen from the target). ' 
Fo~ this case, the earth's atmosphere would be rather 
opaque at some wavelengths; however, in certain other 
wavelength ranges, most notably in the visible as well as 
in several bands in the infrared. the earth's atmosphere is 
largely transparent,and the transmission of 
electromagnetic energy vertically down through the entire 
atmosphere can in somx20i3 the regions, under suitable 
conditions, exceed 75$. ' 

Not only can transmission be adequately large for a 
laser beam directed vertically downward from a satellite 
battle station; but also, even distant surface targets can 
be reached with appreciable beam transmission. This is 
because, for satellites at the altitudes under 
conSideration, most of the beam path is in the vacuum of 
space, so that targets at even comparable or larger 
horizontal distances can be irradiated without great 
increases in the air mass traversed by the beam. 

Thus, for example, a satellite battle station (or 
rel.'lY satellite) located 1,000 km above the earth's surface 
coula direct a laser beam to attack a target at a slant 

range of 2,000 km; under these conditions (zenith angle 
approximately 60 0 as seen from the target location; target 
located approximately 1,700 km away from directly beneath 
the satellite), the air mass traversed by the laser beam 
would be only approximately twice as great as that 
traversed by a vertical be~~:Ajnd the transmission of the 
beam would still exceed 60$.' Propagation of a laser 
beam in the earth's atmosphere will also be affected by 
atmospheric turbulence, and, for the case of high power 
lase~4b~ms, by phenomena such as laser blooming as 
well. • 

Mlcroscale temperature fluctuations, which are due to 
turbulent mixing, cause the refractive index of the 
atmosphere to vary by parts per million as a random 
function of position and time, affA~ting optical wave 
propagation in the atmosphere. Under moderate 
turbulence, the focal plane distribution of the laser beam 
retains its diffraction limited beam size. but moves 
randomly under the influence of the large turbulent scale 
sizes; in the presence of strong turbulence, the beam 

breaks up into many spots, each of which is also 
approximately theA~pot size of the transmitter's 
diffraction limit. Beam wander is a wavelength 
independent phenomenon, but beam ~greading exhibits a weak 
theoretical wavelength dependence. Under conditions of 
severe turbulence, larger experimental values for beam 
wander can be obtained. Extensive experience with 
astronomical observations through the atmosphere is that 
the random behavior of the refra1~ive index limits 
observations to a few seconds of arc. Thus. beam widths 
can be antiCipated st!ll to be small, with beam width 
increasing due to turbulence to the order of an arc second, 
equivalent to about 5 microradians, within the atmosphere. 

Let us examine a beam directed vertically downward 
through the atmosphere. If we assume a divergence angle of 
0.32 microradians at the source. then at the top of the 
atmosphere the diffract!gn-limited sp~t size will be 
approximately 0.32 x 10 x 1000 x 10 - 32 cm. While 
traversing the atmosphere, the beam size will increase due 
to turbulence. By using the figure of 5 microradlans 
through a propagation distance of 10 km for the thickness 
of the atmosphere, one can obtain an esti~ate of a f~ther 
widening of the beam spot by about 5 x 10 x 10 x 10 • 5 
cm. Thus, the diffraction limited beam spot size on the 
ground will be increased by eff~cts of turbul~~~o fr. th~ 

atmosphe .. " by about 15% to about 40 cm. The total area of 
the beam spot would thus be increased by atmospheric 
turbulence by about 50%. and the energy density incident on 
the target consequently reduced to about ~5$ of its 
previous value. 

At high laser power levels, absorption of radiation 
can induce temperature changes in the atmosphere. which in 
turn result in density changes, and therefore index of 
refraction changes. These then alter the optical 
characteristics of the medium, and non-linear phenomena, in 
particular thermal blooming, result. 

Although thermal blooming in air appears to be able to 
set in as low as a threshold of a power level of about 1 
kW, it is at ~~'l~rradiances that thermal blooming becomes 
of interest.' A laser beam directed from a battle 
station satellite toward a surfacp target ~;ll enter thE' 
atmo:,:ph~:"e or! y '(fter traversinb 1 ,OOe. ~I:, or rr:ore i.. S~"C!'. 

Thus ~he energy fluxes will be of the order of a fpw 
kW/cm , fairly small compared to the hundreds of k~ per 
square centimeter characteristic of focal plane irradi~·'('P2 
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discussed in connection with thermal blooming. A' So it 
would appear that non-linear optical phenomena may have 
only minor effects on this case. 

An additional effect on the energy density of the 
laser beam spot is, of course, the orientation of the 
target surface relative to the laser beam direction. 
Initially, normal incidence on a target surface was treated 
for conceptual simplicity. However, consideration of 
surface orientations at different angles to the laser beam 
will introduce angular corrections that will reduce the 
effective intenslty by the cosine of the angle of 
incidence. While this is a minor correction, it is 
necessary for different zenith angles, and it may be of 
interest if specific types of targets (e.g. combustible 
roof structures or combustible vertical external walls or 
tinder materials on horizontal surfaces) were to be 
considered. 

The efficacy of laser beams operating in incendiary 
attack mode from space through the atmosphere toward ground 
targets can thus be reduced by a number of effects. 
Furthermore, the efficacy of such weapons would be 
critically dependent upon weather conditions, primarily for 
efficient transmission of laser energy to surface targets, 
but also because surface weather conditions (e.g., heavy 
snow cover) can significantly modify the effectiveness of 
energy deposition at the target in causing incendiary 
effects. However, it shoUld be noted that use in offensive 
rather than defensive mode is envisaged in this 
application, so that not only the most suitable targets, 
but also the time (and weather conditions) would be of the 
attacker's choosing. Under suitable conditions, it would 
appear that a full~scale incendiary attack from a large· 
scale system of orbiting laser battle stations or ground~ 
based lasers with relay satellites, might still pose an 
immense incendiary threat, possibly, as discussed, even 
marginally capable of initiating nuclear~winter-like 
climatiC changes. 
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ENERGY CONSERVATION IN LARGE BUILDINGS by A. R......... and 

D.~.Energ,EtIcIent8ulldlnpProgram. a...wr.nc......., 

laboratOry. BIrk....,. CA 14720. 

* Current address is Physics Department, CalPoly Univ., San 
Luis Obispo, CA 93491. This article is excerpted from a 
chapter in the APS/Forum's book, !~!rir_2£~!:.£!~~ 
Conservation and Renewables, AlP 19~ - see page 12 
for more information on the book. 

I. Scaling Laws for Buildings 

As one might expect, big commercial buildings have 
quite different energy characteristics from small bUil
dings, or residences. In large buildings the main source 
of heat gain is internal (equipment, people, lighting, 
solar, etc.). In~ll buildings the main heat gains and 
losses are external, the heat/coolth from the outside 
climate passing through the envelope, or shell, of the 
building. Let's roughly examine this transition from small 
to big by considering some scaling laws for energy gains 
and 10ss3s. Our building will be a cube of length L and of 
volume L • 

The rate of winter heat loss f20m our building is 
proportional to its surface area, or L 6T. where 6T is the 
inside-outside temperature difference. If the thermal 
conductivity of 'the building envelope (and fresh air) is 

KL2 then Q(loss). KL 26T. On the other hand. the internal 
heat gatns in our building are proportional to the floor 
space of the building which is proportional to the volume 

3' 3of a multistory ~Uilding. or L • or Q(gain) • GL. We 
ignore a term SL for soIar gaIn in winter. Without space 
heat or air conditioning. the steady state gains and losses 
are equal, or 

Q(gain) GL3 • Q(loss) • KL26T(free),0 

and the building floats above the ambient temperature by an 
amunt 

6T(free) • (G/K)L. 	 (2) 

Obviously the thermostat will not call for heat until 
T(ambient) drops 6T(free) below the comfort temperature 
T{thermostat). This temperature when the furnace turns 
comes on (ignoring thermal mass) is called the "balance 
pOint" of a building, when T(ambient) • T(thermostat) ~ 
6T{free). At the balance pOint, the internal heat gains 
are exactly balanced by the heat losses without auxilIary 
space heat and the occupants are at the thermostat 
temperature. 

As we scale up the size of the bgildin~. Q(gain) raises 
6T(free). For a "free heat" of 15 C (30 F), the length L 
must be about 15(K/G) • 10 m for the example in Section II. 
Even in winter. the internal heat gains in a large building 
can overwhelm the loss of heat through the walls. overheat
ing the building. In summer the air conditioning used to 
remove the excess heat from the buildings causes most U.S. 
utilities to experience their peak demand in the afternoon. 
On the other hand. the internal gains can be beneficial 
since they are sufficient to heat a large building or a 

http:a...wr.nc
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superinsulated small building. In the next sectIon we will 
equate the gains to the losses, using the appropriate 
numerical parameters and determIne the amount of "free 
heat" available in a building. 

II. Free Heat, 6T(free), for BuIldings 

The average (sensible) power of a person Is 75 to 100 
watts (350 BTU/h). In a large buIlding the densIty of 
peoPle2is such t~at they provide a heat Intensity of about 
11 Wlm (1 W/ft). The lighting and equipment gains c~ be 
about2 three times (or more) this amount, or 33 Wlm (3 
W/ft). SInce the Internal and solar gaIns can vary 
widely, we shall use t range of v~lues for the internal 
gain of 66 + t2 W/~ (6 + 2 W/ft). The floor area of a 
buildIng is nL - L IH where n is the number of floors In 
the buIldIng and H is the interfloor height of about 3 m 
(10 ft). The internal gain of the occupied building In SI 
units (watts, mks) is: 

(3) 

The steady state loss rate from a building is 

(4) 

where Ai is the area of each envelope component, U - l/R 
where U is the conductance and R is the thermal resistance, 

p is the density of air, V Is the flow of incoming air 
(m/s), and c ia the specifIc heat of air. The metrIc R 
values are obtained from the English values with 

(5) 

The following SI (English) parameters represent a medium 
level of energy tightness for high·rise offIce buildings 
(one version of the 1985 California standards): 

CeIlings: R-2.62 (R~14.9) 


Walls: R'"1.14 (R"'6.5) 

Single Glazing: R~0.158 (R~0.9) 30J of wall area 

Basement (about 50J of ceIling loss) 

Infiltration/Ventllation (about 30J of total UA6T) 


The loss rate from the cubic structure is 

Q(loss) - 1.3{Q(ceillng/basement) + Q(70J of walls) 

+ Q(windows)} (6 ) 

• 
Q(loss) - 1.3L2 T(1.5/2.62 + 0.7(4)/1.14 + 0.3(4)/0.158) 

(7) 

EquatIng the steady state losses (Eq. 7) to the internal 
gaIns (Eq. 3), we obtaIn: 

6T{free} - (1.6 + 0.5) L (L(m), T(oC}} (8) 

6T{free) - (0.9! 0.3) L (L(ft), T{oF». (9) 

The "free temperature rIse" 6T(free) for our balanced 
(occupIed, unheatSd) new offibe buIldIng of 10 m (33 ft) on 
a side is '8! 5 C (29! 10 F). If the thermostat was 
set at 20 C, the furnace would turn on at the balance 
p01nt of 4 °c (20 °c - 16 °C). These values of free heat 
would be 30 °c (60 OF) by doub11ng the product of internal 

gains and the net thermal resistance. A large building (or 
a superinsulated building) can have a balance point close 
to the average wInter ambient temperature. Of course, this 
example Is pedagogIcal in nature, but the basic physics is 
correct; large offIce buIldings have useful free heat in 
winter, and too much heat in summer (and often in winter) 
that necessItates eIther air conditioning or thermal 
storage. Because the internal loads domi2ate in ~arge 
buildings, the annual energy intensity (kWh/m , BTUlft ) of 
large buildings does not depend very much on the climate. 
Proper controls can minimize heating and cooling by ven
tilation, thermal storage and heat recovery systems so that 
in actual practice large buildings can consume less 
energy/area than amall buildings. 

Houses have 1/5 to 1/10 the intenSity of i~ternal 
he~t, perhaps 1 kW for ~ typIcal house of 120 ~ (1300 
ft ), or less than 1 Wlft • compared with 6 W/ft for an 
office. Houses also can lose their internal energy more 
easily since they have a larger surface to volume ratio, 
thus the energy intenSity of a house is much more dependent 
on Its climate than for a large building. These physical 
facts requIre that houses have considerably hIgher Insula
tion standards than big buildIngs in order to have balance 
poInts similar to large buildings. 

UCS SPEAKERS' BUREAU PACKAGE.., IIIc:IuIIII J. twrIIIan, Depart
.........,.....MIll.....,...............UnIwnIIr. LUi""" 
III 41124. 

The UnIon of Concerned Scientists (UCS) has for some 
time published a series of succinct and well documented 
briefing papers on a varIety of topics pertinent to 
strategIc nuclear weapons, their proliferation, and also 
the problems of arms control and verification of 
compliance. These documents, which are two to four pages 
long, provIde excellent summarIes of intrInsIcally complex 
issues. They contain graphical and tabular materIal which 
assIsts understandIng rather than overwhelm it, and conse
quently these papers have served as an invaluable resource 
for those who seek to prepare Informal talks or more struc
tured serIes of course lectures dealing with nuclear arms 
issues. Since 1981 the UCS Speakers' Bureau has actively 
worked to educate the public about the nuclear arms race by 
placIng knowledgeable speakers in response to requests from 
national conferences, seminars. radIo and TV talk shows, 
etc., interested in learning more about the problems of 
arms control. 

These educational efforts have now received most 
welcome encouragement in the form of a new "Briefing 
Package" from UCS. The package consists of carefully 
prepared basiC materIals designed to provide the bureau's 
public speakers and others with accurate background infor
matIon useful In developing, wrIting, and giving talks on 
nuclear arms issues. Each unIt of the package generally 
consists of fIve components: a short Introduction to the 
topiC, a sample outline around which a talk can be 
developed, frequently asked questions about an issue 
together with suggestIons for answering them, useful quota
tions, and finally a short biblIography for futher 
reference. These units are also only two to four pages 
long. and yet contain an impressive amount of information. 

http:0.7(4)/1.14
http:T(1.5/2.62


Footnote from the Seoretary-Treasurer 

A favor to ask you the next time we have 
a mail ballot: let's speoify that ballots 
must be sealed with onepie~e of tape at aPlease seal "J 

one edge with speoified pOint. This business of staples 
a pleoe of Is drIving my automatic opening maohinery 

tape. Thanks! (ages 8 to 12) nuts; furthermore, we're 
getting lots of staples which fallout of/"'--.-/ the paper and lodge in the carpet. Would 
you believe someone found it neoessary to,/ 
seal the ballot wi th eight staples! I' m 
not sure I understand what the objeot of 
such measures to ensure privaoy are - to 
keep me or the maIlman from reading the 
ballot? The mail is ferooious, but not one 
single taped ballot arrived open or ripped. 
On the oontrary, some of the staples have 
beoome snagged and pulled out of the paper. 
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The objective of the Forum is the advancement and diffusion of knowledge 
regarding the interrelation of physics. physicists and society. 

The Forum is charged with providing for all members of the Society an oppor
tunity for discussion of and involvement with such matters. 

The Forum sponsors symposia at the general meetings of the Society, pub
lishes a quarterly newsletter, appoints committees or study groups, and 
supports topical conferences and short courses on topics of interest. 

WHY JOIN? 

1) 
2) 

3) 

Membership is free to APS members. 
Members receive Physics and Society which keeps you informed of Forum 
activities. 
Members have the opportunity to playa role in promoting the interac
tions between physics and society. 

FROM THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE FORUM 

Dear Forum member: 

The last decade has seen a period of involvement of physicists with issues 
of science and society. The Forum has shared this concern and hopes to do more 
with your help. The Forum has been instrumental in"the development of the 
Congressional Fellows Program, the Forum Awards. Conferences on Physics Education 
and Employment Concerns, symposia at national meetings, and the establishment of 
the APS Panel on Public Affairs. 

There are approximately 4000 Forum members. Presently there are no Forum 
dues for current APS members. The Forum is given $2 per member to support the 
newsletter and other Forum initiatives. As a member of the Forum, I would like 
you to invite your colleagues to join the Forum. Have your colleagues send this 
form to the Forum's Secretary. The reverse side is already addressed. 

Regards. 

Dave Hafemeister, Chairperson 
Forum on Physics and Society 

Yes, I want tJ join the Forum on Physics and Society and I'm a member of the APS. 

NAME ______________________________ NAME ____________________________ 

ADDRESS _________________________ADDRESS ____________________________ 



The Last Six Years ot the Forum - A QuiCk Look 

The Forum has sponsored sessions at near~y every regular APS meeting. Here is a 
rough tally over the last six years: 

Arms Control 13 

Science/Technology 6 

Education 4 

Nuclear Power/Energy 9 

Human Rights 1 

Minorities 2 

Contributed Papers 2 


The Forum has published Nuclear Energy, Nuclear Weapons Proliteration and the 
Arms Race ($2.50) and Nuclear Weapons and Nuclear War ($2.00). Both are avail~ 
able trom the Publications Dept., AAPT, Suite 101, 5110 Roanoke Pl., College 
Park. MD 20140. The Forum has sponsored two short courses on the Arms Race which 
vere both huge successes. The last one was published as AlP Conference 
Proceedings 104 Physics, Technology and the Nuclear Arms Race. The Forum spon
sored a shorr-course on energy in April, 1985 which is available as AlP 
Conterence Proceedings 135. Energy Sources: Conaervatlon and Renewables. 

The rorum is currently sponsoring studies on SICM and Electromagnetic Pulse. The 
study on Civil Detense has been submitted tor publication. The roru. has been 
active in promoting Women's, Minorities and Human Rights issues. 

Phy.lcs and Society goes to all roru. members. In April 1980 there were 2613 
rorua members. in November 1985 about ~OOO. In addition the nevsletteris sent 
tree to over 300 physics libraries. Newsletters 80 to about 50 torelgn 
countries. Physics and SOCiety regularly publishes Letters to the Editor. the 
Forum Councillor's report, COPS reports, and FoPUa questions to APS Candidates • 
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carefully organized. They serve well as guides for 
speakers addressing general audiences, or as resource 
material for college and univ~rsity faculty seeking to 
develop curricula for regular coursework intended for 
students at any level. Users of the briefing package may 
either upgrade or simplify the content of any unit. depend
ing on their own teaching purposes and the sophistication 
of their audience. The topics addressed in the seven units 
are as follows: 

The Threat of Nuclear War/Nuclear Winter 
The Bilateral Nuclear weapons Freeze 
"Star Wars" 
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 
A Comprehensive Test Ban 
Verification of Compliance with Arms Control 

Agreements 
No-First-Use of Nuclear Weapons 

The introduction to the package even contains sugges
tions on effective public speakIng. making television 
appearances. as well as legal considerations in public 
speak ing! At $7.50 this "Briefing Package II is a bargain. 
It is available from: Speakers' Bureau, Union of Concerned 
SCientIsts, 26 Church St., Cambridge, MA 02238. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

William C. Foster Fellows Program for 1986-1987 

The United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
(ACDA) is accepting applications for visiting scholars. 
This program is designed to give specialists in the physi~ 
cal sciences and other disciplines relevant to ACDA's 
activitIes an opportunity to participate actively in ACDA 
and to give the Agency the perspective and expertIse such 
persons can offer. 

Fellows will be appointed for 12 months beginning in 
the summer or early fall cf 1986. They will be compensated 
in accordance with the Int~governmental Personnel Act 
which allows the Agency to 'reimburse a university for the 
services of its employees. Fellows must be citizens or 
nationals of the U.S. and on the faculty of a recognized 
institution of higher learning. Prior to appointment they 
will be subject to a full-field background security and 
loyalty investIgation for a top secret security clearance. 
ApplicatIons should be made in the form of a letter in
dicating the perspective and expertise which the applicant 
offers accompanied by a currIculum vitae and any other 
materials such as letters of reference and samples of 
published articles which the applicant believes should be 
considered in the selection process. Deadline for applica
tions is 31 Jan 1986. Applications and requests for 
information on available assignments should be sent to: 
Willian C. Foster Fellows Program, Attn: Personnel 
Officer, Room 5722, U.S. ACDA. Washington, DC 20451 (202 
632 2034). 

Call for Papers 

1986 Carnahan Conference on Harmonizing Technology with 
Society. June 26~27, 1986, U. of Kentucky, LeXington, KY. 

Appropriate Topics: Computer driven automation and the 
collapse of work. Production and distribution in the work
free society. Prosperity through technology driven 
abundance. Peace through technology driven prosperity. 
Economics of scarcity in an ambience of abundamce. 

Abstract deadline is March 31, 1986. Mail abstracts to: 

John Jackson, Conference Director 
Electrical Engineering Department 
UnIversity of Kentucky 
Lexington, KY 40506~0046 

606 257 3926 

UPCOMING FORUM SESSIONS 

APS Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia 27 • 30 Jan 1986 

Technology and R1sk: 28 Jan at 7:30 pm 

Chairperson/Organizer: Evans Harrell, SchOOl of 
Mathematics, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 
30332 (404 233 3381). 

J. Donald Millar, Director, National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health, Atlanta: Risk Assessment 
the Challenge for the Future. 

Richard Wilson. Harvard: A Physicist Looks at the Hazards 
of Life. 

Irving MIntzer, World Resources Institute, Washington: 
Living in a Global Greenhouse: Societal Impact and Policy 
Responses. 

Fred R. Mynatt, Oak Ridge National Laboratory: Pressurized 
Thermo Shock in Nuclear Reactors ~ Integrated Analysis of 
the Risk. 

APS Las Vegas Meeting 31 Mar to 4 Apr 1986. 

Visit to the Department of Energy Nevada Test Site: On 
Wednesday 4 April 1986 the APS Forum will sponsor a visit 
to the Department of Energy's Nevada Test Site (NTS). The 
NTS is the location of all U.S. nuclear weapons testing. 
You will see giant drilling equipment (precision 12 foot 
diameter holes to depths of several thousand feet) and 
state-of-the-art high speed measuring gear. 

All of the following information must be prOvided by 15 
March 1986: 

1) Full name or initial (no nick-names) 
2) If you have no middle initial so state or write 

"NMI" 
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3) Social Security Number 
4) Date of Birth 
5) Home address 
6) Statement that you are a U.S. citizen 
7) Home and office phone numbers 
8) If you go by initials, e.g., R.B. Jones write 

R(only) B(only) Jones. 

If you are uncertain, but there is a chance you will wish 
to go, be sure to provide the above information on time. 
Send it to! 

Paul Craig, Department of Applied SCience, University 
of California, Davis CA 95616 (916~752~0360/1782). 

Information must be received in Davis by Monday, March 15, 
1986. 

The visit will last all day (6:30 am until 6:00 pm). It 
will leave from the MOM Orand Hotel (entrance to be an
nounced at the meeting). U.S. citizens only may visit the 
NTS. 

Contributed Papers Session: Each year at the Washington 
Meeting the Fo~um tries to arrange a contributed papers 
session. If you have papers of particular interest to the 
Fo~m then please submit them to the APS office by 31 Jan 
1986. This year's meeting is from 28 Apr to 1 May 1986. 

SPECIAL PROJECTS· A GROWING ROLE FOR THE FORUM by Paul 
CraIg. ~mnenl of Applied ScIence, Unl¥erally of CaIHomla, Davta, 
CA t1l18. 

I n the past severa I years the Forum has been 
involved in a number of activities which have 
given rise to publications. These include 
conferences on energy conservation and the arms 
race (published as AlP Conference Proceedings) 
and Forum sessions ~on nuclear proliferation, 
the arms race, and acid rain (publfshed as AAPT 
booklets). 

The success of these activities has led to a 
growing interest among Forum members in 
undertaking larger studies. The first of these, on 
Civil Defense, is chaired by John Dowl1ng and is 
now approaching completion. A second study on 
the outlook for small mobl1e ICBM's is in the 
proposal stage. There seems to be considerable 
enthusiasm within the Forum for this kind of 

project, and more proposals are antiCipated and 
encouraged. 

Since the civil defense study Is the first Forum 
study to approach completion, it is not surprising 
that we encountered some confusion on how to 
deal with It. We raised the issue with APS 
Chairman Robert Wilson, who referred it to the 
APS Councl1, which asked the Panel on Publ ic 
Affairs (POPA) to suggest guidelines. POPA has 
made a proposal, which is now under 
consideration by the Council. 

The key Question is how activities undertaken by 
the Forum are to mesh with the APS procedure. 
The issue Is tricky. The APS has undertaken a 
series of major studies (e.g. the reactor safety 

study, the reactor source term study, and 
(currently) the SDI Dlrected Energy Weapons 
Study). These studies are screened by POPA and 
recommended to Council for approval. All 
members of the studies and of the study review 
panel are appOinted by the APS council. Release 
of APS studies is carefully orchestrated. The 
final documents carry the endorsement of the 
APS. 

The guidelines the APS uses for approval may be 
summarized as follows: a) The study topic must 
have solid physics content; 2) The topic should be 
important to society as a whole; c) There must 
be a good reason why the project should be 
examined under APS sponsorship. APS studies 
focus on technical matters. and polley 
conclusions are treated carefully. Typical 
reasons why APS sponsorship is appropriate 
include APS credibility in assembllng balanced 
panels, the perceived objectivity of the APS, and 
the absence of any other organization capable of 
performing a needed study credibly. 

Until the Forum civil defense project, no 
Division of the APS had ever considered its own 
study. At issue was whether the Forum could 
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undertake a study not approved by the APS 
Council. There would be many problems with 
such an approach. The chief of these relate to 
quality control and responsibility - the public 
would not be able to readily distinguish between 
an APS approved stUdy and a Forum or D1v1slon 
study. 

The APS Council is exploring the possibility of 
broadening the range of types of studies it will 
sponsor. POPA has recommended to the Council 
that the APS not only undertake large studies 
such as those listed above, but also smaller and 
narrower activities. If this proposal is approved 
it will s'irnplify things considerably, and open 
new avenues for Forum involvement. 

Guidellnes suggested by the Forum would 
operate as follows: Any APS member who wishes 
to do so may submit a proposal to the Forum. 
Proposals will be reviewed by the Forum 
Executive Committee. Proposals found to have 
merit will be placed in one of two categories: 

1) The first category will be Forum encouraged 
proJects. These proJects will generally be 
educational in character. They wi 11 be ellgible 
for partial support using Forum funds. The 
Forum Executive Committee will approve the 
panel chairman and members and determine the 
level of support. The final report need not be 
reviewed by the Forum or the APS, but the 
Forum w111 offer editorial review. If accepted by 
a publ1sher the report w111 be publ1shed over the 
names of the partiCipants, in exactly the same 
way as is done with research articles. These 
reports will be expected to acknowledge Forum 
support and will include the statement -The 
American Physical Society has neither 
reviewed nor approved this study·. 

2) The second proposal class lncluaes projects 
with dIrect POllCY relevance, These projects will 
be forwarded by the Forum to POPA The Forum 
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will provide information on the proposer, and a 
list of names of persons the Forum Executive 
Committee believes suitable to staff the project. 
POPA will review the proposal, suggest changes, 
and eventually reach a decision on whether to 
recommend the project to the APS Council. From 
thence onward the project will be handled in 
exactly the same way as all other APS studies. 
Specifically, study members and review panels 
will be apPointed by the APS CounCil, and final 
report approval and release procedure will be by 
vote of the Council. 

Note that under both the present and proposed 
APS Council rules any APS member may submit 

proposals to the CouncH. These proposals are 
revlewea by POPA ana recommenaatlons made to 
the Counc'il. Thus the procedures proposed both 
by POPA and .by the Forum offer clarification of 
opportunities, but are not changes in basic 
policy. 

This procedure provides a well defined pathway 
by which Forum members (and other APS 
members) may propose projects, and be assurea 
of having these proJects carefully considered. It 
provides overall flexibllity, and enforces 
quality control In areas of policy relevance. 

Individuals with ideas for projects which may fit 
into either of the two pathways are encouraged 
to contact any member of the Forum ExecutIve 
Comm1ttee for discussion prior to submIsSion of 
your proposal. 

JOIN THE FORUM 
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Mow la th.. time tor a~~ 10011 FQ~ ••cabers to e l eet 
their attlcere. Th1s y&ar the ottleea or ~lo~Chalrpersonl 
secretary-tr••aurer. and two EzeC'uU ve C~1tt.ee Merabers 
~e u~ tor . 1.otJon . This IBaue or Phyalas and Soelety
,.-.turN • oenter-told which o-onutrtJ a b.lUot (or t.he l'Onl 
eleetloaa .. weU &Ii an applicatIon to.,. Eoru••••bel"ahllJ 
(whiCh 1DU 8•• 'oru. 1D••~f should S"'. to yOur' APS 
11'"1._ and enctoura.8 tb.. to Jo tn). The ba.l.lot can b. 
tolded .and '8 alrea47 .<tdr....d . 'leu. r.tu.rn 1 t: to Peter. 
Zt"'r88n~ 7208 Ludwood Ct ., 11.xan~rla. VA ~2306 . before 1 
Marcb 19.86. fh. noaLnatlonl OOllltl.1tt••• lnclu4ed Da". 
Hat..later (chatr) I Xen Ford . trene Enale, John Davllnl 
aDd All.n Horr.an . 

HARC ROSS: VICE-CHAIRPDlSON 

Background: Profes s or o f Physics at the University o f 
Michigan and Senior Scie n ti 5t at Al'g o~ ne Nationa l 
Laboratory. B.S. OJ.een5 Co llege, N.Y., Ph.D. Uni ve r s ity of 
Wisconsin, 1952. Research i n particle theory until 1971; 
energy pOlicy and physic s o f energy use, esp ec ially by 
industry, since then. So me of my experienoe r e lative to 
the Forum is membersh ip on the execut i ve commi ttee of t he 
Division of Part icles and fieldS, codirecto r of APS stu dy 
of "Efficient Use o f Energy," 197ij; and just compl e ted 
memberShip on Panel on Public Arra ir 5 . Coauthor of Our 
Energy, Regaining Control (McGraw-HUI, 1981). --

StateEnt: The Forurn is a focus of concerns o f physicist 
other than physics as such: their concern5 as c itizens, 
such as weapons policies, energy policy, and t hei r coneerns 
f or the health o f the profession such as R&D poliCies , 
manpower poliCies, and educational pOlicies. The APS 1s 
active in all these areas, but members need to be able t o 
learn more about the i ssues and to de velop and e x pr ess 
their views. The Forum, thro ugh Physics and Society. the 
many sessions it organ izes and in wor kshops, has been 
relatively effective in providing genera l information to 
the membership. One effort whi c h should be strengthened is 
in forming members on R&D and manpower p o liCies. As new 
tec hnologies and R&D policies deve lop the s h ape of physi cs 
is going to cha nge, as it has in the past. Physi c ists 
should be able to playa though tfu l role in that change. 
The Fo rum could also strengthen i ts efforts to enable APS 
members to follow t he a ction s of the APS and AlP and to 
have an inpu t to those activities . 

DIETRICH SCHROE£R: VICE-CHAlflPERSON 

BackgrOWld: Dietr ich Schroeer is Professor of Phy s i c s at 
t he University of North Carol i na at CIJape l Hill. His 
background includes a Ph.D. (nuc lear physics ) rrom the Ohio 
State university; NATO Postdoc toral Fel l o w at the T.H. 
Munich, 1 9 65~66 (M6s s bauer spectroscopy); National 
En dowment fo r t h e Humanities and Fulbright fe l i ow, Munich 
(Soc ial Respons i b ility of Scientists) ; Research As soc iat e, 
Internationa l I nst itute for Strategic Studi e s, Lond on 
(d irected~energy weapons and arms co ntrol). He has 
o rganl zed vari ous s}'mpo~ia and shor t eour'ses for the Forum 
(often t ogether llith t he AAPT) on " teach i ng physlcs-and
society co urs~s ," "the phYsiCS and technology o f t h e 
nucl e ar a r~s race" ( AlP Pr oc eedings 8 104 with Da v id 
HafelIle lster') , etc, He was Seoretal'y/Tre~surer of tl1e FORm·1 
1980- 8ij. He has developed and taught courses on "physics
and-sooiety," "sc i e nce, technology a nd the nuclear a rms 
r ac e,I' "sc i e nce and publl c po li cy ." and "energy and 
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policy." The textbooks ? HYSIC S AND ITS FIFTH DIMENSION : 
SOCIETY ( Addi son-wesley, 19 72. AlP-US Steel Science Writing 
Aw a rd) and SCIEN CE, TE CHNO LOGY AND THE NUCLEAR ARMS RACE 
(Wiley. '98 4) a re the outcome of that teachIng. The former 
book led a Dutch phy sicist t o label him the godfather of 
physi cs -and-socie ty courses in Holland. 

STATEHENT: The FORUM ha s beCO me an acc epted pa rt of t he 
American Phys ical Socie t y. I am a.nxio us t o preserve it s 
int e gri t y, a.nd to improve its standing wi th i n the ph}'sicS 
communi t y as an l mparti ~ l aid to me mbers inte rest ed i n 
physlcs-and-society i ssues. It could look :nore heyond the 
current inte r est in t.he arms r ace t o prepare member s for 
o ther is s u es as well, su c h as r~new~d energy co nc erns , 
compLl t eri:atlon o f ever'ything, t.he relationsh ip be tween 
science a n ti tec hn Ology , Ul e ef fect o f secr ecy on th~ 

ope r a t ion of the physics community, anrt p~er rev lew as o llr 
way of life. Th e FO RUM could strengthen i t s r' elationshi ps 
with the APS Pane l on PubliC Affa irs, the Amer ica n 
AS SOCiation of PhY sics Te acher's , .1nd o the r sCie nce-and
s ociety groups. 

The FO RUM should emphas i z.e three major' functions: (1) 
Its primary gOi:l l should be t o ass ist it.s members with s elf
ed uc ation on physi cs-and-sor'ie t y i ssu~s, through or ga:li zed 
sessions at APS meetins~, s h ort c ourses a nd symposia, 
studies, and publicat Ion s . The FORur., r:a n help iden t ify 
t hose as pects of issues wh ere physic ists call contribll te a s 
te c hnical experts . (2 ) The FORUM 1s the "home" within the 
APS of some phrSicists who are not Obviously a pa rt of one 
of the other divi s ions. It coul d be lU o re supportive of 
these teacher s , applied scienti s t s, polic y analysts . and 
administrators , and improve their Integrati o n i nto the 
physic s oommunity. It can le gitimize acti v ities in 
phys ics-and-socie ty issues, by giving recognition t hrough 
speaking invitations, participatio r in studies. or 
no minat io ns as APS fellows. Fot' exampl e , t.he Szilard a.nd 
Forum Awards ought to be upsradf!d. (3) The FORUN ca n he l p 
ph ysicists when ever they want to participate in p Ub l ic 
affair's o n the basis of thei r t echnical e xpertise. 

PETER ZIMM~MAN: SECRETARY/TREASURER 


No s tatement available at press time . 


EVANS M. HARRELL: EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

BACKGROUND: Evans Harrell is Associate Pro fessor o f 
Math ematics a t Georg ia Tech, 3 pec l ali~ ing in qua nt um 
tunn~ ling and per'tu r ba tion t.heory, a.s .. Sta.r.ford, 1912 . 
and Ph. D. , Pr ir1 ccton , !976, bo th in physi c s. Prev ious 
empl oj'me n t i n physics and mathe~rlatics: Ha ve r ford College, 
Univ~r3 ity o f Vienna, ~.I. T ., a nd Johns Hop k Ins . Sloan 
Fellow ship, 1983. FOI' um a ctivities: After seve ral ye at'·:, 
of a t tending Fot'u;n sympos 13, I v!.II un t.eer tl d for !!lo !"'e a c t i ve 
par'ticlpation in t. rlFJ Fo rum AI'IOS Control Study and watt 
assigned t,C'l t he c ivi l defe nse ~ubgroup, We wi ll shortly be 
the first such group to h av~ sucneed ~d i n produci ng 
educ::!ti);I;J, l rn~te ri flls , urH\el' m)' t~'J -edHa r'''hip. I also 
parti Cipat ed in a nUf!lear .... inter· S)'mposi~rn la3 t s pri ng and 
ha 'le contributed to PhysiCS nnd $o~ iety. Host re...:ently . in 
a d iffe l' c n t vt!in, ! or'gani:.~d a nd will c tlai r a s ession at 
th ~ Atl an t a me~tl1 1 g i n ,January . o n Snergy Tech nOlo g y and 
RIs k. 

STA TEMENT: T ne For um sessi ons o rl al'ms co n t r o l , 
en vlr on rnen t 31 Is s ue.:s , etc., a t APS me e ting~ are popula r 
among tl1oso:: who " t t (·md t he lIl~ etl ng s and s hould r ema in on e 
of our cen tra l ao ti v ities. Ye t many mor e physicis ts than 
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can participate in APS sessions are concerned about these 
topics and can potentially contribute something valuable to 
education and policy making. We need creative ways to 
involve these people. The Forum Arms Control Study has 
been a somewhat successful experiment along these lInes; 
volunteers of diverse opinIons have peaceably gotten 
together over the last three years to survey the literature 
on a selection of arms-race topics and to draw up reports 
that could be used, for instance, in a college phYSics 
curriculum. The experiment should continue with new study 
groups. An example of a new topiC that could be studied by 
a group of volunteers Is the effect of the recent dramatic 
mIlitarization of our nation's research effort (next year 
SD! research alone will have almost twice the budget of the 
NSF). While this may at first seem a narrowly parochial 
concern for SCientists, over the long run it could have 
tremendous effects both on the intellectual life in this 
country and on the economy. 

Secondly, we should find ways to increase the 
influence of phYSicists on public opinion and on 
Washington, where there is little convincing evidence of 
scientifically sound thInking. In any such enterprise, the 
Forum should, of course, preserve strict political 
neutralIty as far as possible. 

CHRISTOPH HOHENEMSER: EXECUTIVE CCI4MITTEE 

Background: Currently Professor of Physics and Chair, 
Program on Environment, Technology and Society, Clark 
University. B.A. Swarthmore 1958. Ph.D. Washington 
University, 1963. BrandeiS University, 1964-71, Clark 
University, 1971-present. Two year-long research visits to 
the University of Groningen, the Netherlands in between. 
Physics research: experimental study of critical phenomena 
with over 50 papers published, 9 Ph.D.s supervised. 
Elected fellow of APS for this work, 1985. Science/SOciety 
work on arms control, energy policy and hazard management, 
wI th mOl"e than 40 al"t ic les pub l1shed. Co-edi tOI" of two 
recent books: Risk in the Technological Society (Westview, 
1982). and Pel"Ilous Pro ress: Mana In the Hazards of 
Technology Westview, 19 5. InVOlved with teaching 
courses on energy, envil"onment and arms control for 15 
years. Active in nuclear weapons education, peace 
movement. Recent intel"est: risk in developing countries. 

StateEnt: The voice of physicists is important whel"ever 
understanding of SCience and technology crosses with policy 
concerns and human values. The most impol"tant area of this 
kind is the nuclear al"ms race. Other areas al"e assessing 
and managing the risks of technology, optimizing the use of 
scarce resources such as enel"gy, and developing a level of 
scientific literacy among the public so that they can judge 
these issues themselves. The Forum for Physics and Society 
should serve as a prod and stimulus to the larger physics 
communi ty by raising questions, conducting debates, and on 
occasion, taking action on these issues. In doins so, the 
Forum should educate. inform and illuminate, while avoiding 
overt politicization. 

RUTH HOWES: EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

BACKGROUND: Ruth Howes is a pl"ofessor of physics and 
astronomy at Ball State University in Muncie, IN. She 
obtained her B.A. from Mount Holyoke College (1965) and her 
M.A. (1967) and Ph.D. (1971) from Columbia University. 
Following a year at the University of Oklahoma working on a 
program to interest women in the physical sciences, she 
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taught as a part-time instructor at Oklahoma City 
'University for four years before coming to Ball State. In 
1984-85, she served as a William C. Foster FellOW at the 
United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. She has 
participated in Forum Arms Control Study Groups on Civil 
Defense and the Midgetman Missile. This year she chairs 
the Fellowship Committee for the Forum. Her research 
interests are the application of nuclear physics techniques 
to problems in art and archaeology. She has taught courses 
in a variety of formats on the interaction of SCience and 
technology with national security policy since 1976. 

STATEMENT: The Forum's major mission must be to encourage 
phYSicists to concern themselves with the impact Of 
technology in general, and physics in particular. on 
society. The technical issues found in arms control, 
enel"gy policy, and policy for protecting the envIl"onment 
are complex and of immediate importance to physicists as 
well as the rest of society. The recent changes in the 
implementation of policy on the classification of 
SCientific work carried out in universities affects the 
physics community directly. FOl"mation of intelligent 
national policy in these areas will need input fl"om 
physicists. 

To this end the Forum should continue to provide 
information to the physics community (through its 
newsletter and sessions at APS meetings); to offel" 
physiCists an opportunity to study these issues (through 
study groups and maintaining a list of OPPol"tunities fol" 
summer apPOintments etc.); and to provide professional 
recognition to phYSicists working on problems of physics 
and society (through APS sessions, the Szilard Awal"d, and 
election to Fellowship in the APS). In addition, the Forum 
needs to make an effol"t to reach a largel" portion of the 
physics community. This might be done through working in 
cooperation with a group from the APS or the AAPT. 
Finally. the Forum must maintain its standing as a source 
of reliable, unbiased technical information and analysis 
and avoid becoming a platfol"m for the varied POlitical 
vIews of its members. 

HERBERT LIN: EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

BACKGROUND: Sc.D., Physics, M.I.T., 1979; Instructor, 
Physics Depal"tment. M.I.T., 1979~80; Reseal"ch Associate, 
Physics Depal"tment, Univel"sity of Washington, 1980-82; 
Lecturer, Physics Department, COl"nell University, 1983; 
Visiting Scholal", Peace Studies Program. Cornell 
University. 1983-84; Post-Doctoral Research FellOW, Defense 
and Arms Control Studies Program, Center for International 
Studies. M.1.T., E38 a 616, Cambridge, MA 02139. 1984
Present. 

STATEMENT: The APS Forum should continue its efforts to 
educate physicists on pressing issues of national policy 
.that have significant technical aspects. Two of these 
issues concern the 1mpact of new technologies on national 
security policy and the growing concern over transfer of 
technology to potential adversaries. In addition, two 
fields traditionally outside the physicist's primary domain 
of expertise--information technology and biotechnology--are 
likely to increase in prominence over the next several 
years; physicists should not allow themselves to be caught 
unprepared to comment intelligen.tly on these fields. 
Finally. the Forum should assist physicists in 
communicating effectively their concerns to policy makers; 
to this end, symposia and seminars on effective interfaces 
between experts and policy makers should be conducted. 
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NEW ENERGY BOOK FROM AAPT AND THE FORUM: Energy Sourcea: 
ConHnaIIon.nd Renew....... Edited by D. H..........r. H. Kelly••nd 
B. LevI. 

The AAPT and the Forum cosponsored a conference on energy 
in Washington after the April APS meeting last year. The 
American Institute of Physics published the proceedings in 
the AlP Conference Series 135, Energy Sources: 
Conser-vat ion-and-iienewabiE,s-;-"Ei"dftecn)"y- D :-H'a7emeTs-t"Eir-:-'H: 
Kelly, and B:-Levi (680 pages). It is available from AlP, 
335 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017 for $55. 

Abstract The technical progress on the conservation and 
renewable technologies since the oil embargo of 1973~q 15 
reviewed in these proceedings. The experts from the na~ 
tional labs, academia, and industry have combined their 
efforts to describe new lighting and appliance tech
nologies, smart meters to "spot price" electricity, off'" 
peak cooling to reduce peak power demands, and much more. 
Conservation (enhanced end-use efficiency) has far out
paced production in the past decade, and these technologies 
are likely to continue that trend. AlP 135 complements the 
highly successful earlier study of a decade ago, Efficient 
Uses of Energy (AlP 25), the most popular AlP book sold 
which indicated usefulLways to apply physics and technology 
to reduce the energy problem. This new book of 28 chapters 
and 10 appendices is intended for a phYSics-based audience 
in that it emphasizes equations and data bases. 

ENERGY SOUllCESs CONSEltVATION AND ltENEWABLES 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

I. TECHNICAL PROGRESS AND POLICY OPTIONS (Chapters 1.S) 

1: 	 REFLECTIONS ON FIFTEEN YEARS OF ENERGY POLICY .... John GibboJu 

2: 	 THE PHYSICIST'S ROLE IN USING ENERGY EFF1C1ENTLY: REFLECTIONS 
ON THE 1914 AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY SUMMER 
STUDY AND ON THE TASK AHEAD.••• Robert SocoIow 

3: 	 THE ECONOMICS OF ENERGY CONSERVATION IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: A CASE STUDY FOR THE ELECTRICAL 
SECTOR IN BRAZIL....Joee Goidemb11rl &: Robert Williams 

4: 	 ENGINEERlNGfEOONOMIC END-USE ENERGY MODELS 
Duiel Ha.bIia ad T_ VlIlqard 

S: 	 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPBCTS OF ENERGY CONSERVATION 
Elliott ~ ..d SIUMM Y... 

n. ENERGY AND BUB.DINGS (Chap&en II-U) 

0: 	 RESlDEN'I1AL ENERGY EFFICIENCY: PROGRESS SINCE 
1913 AND FUTURE PO'l'EN'l1AL .•• An. Roaeareld 

1: 	 UNDERSTANDING HEAT LOSSES IN HOUSES•••• GIWt&m Dutt 

8: 	 ENERGY CONSERVATION IN LARGE BUILDINGS 
An. Rt.Dleld and David Haremeiat.er 

9: 	 ENERGY CONSERVATION SCOREKEEPING: THE PRISM 
ME11IOD ..... Marpret Fe" 

10: 	 PASSIVE SOLAR HEATING.•. David Claridge ..d Robert Mown. 

11: 	 PASSIVE COOLING SYSTEMS IN RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 
John InsersoU and Buuch Givcmi 

12: 	 INDOOR AIR QUALITY: SOURCES and CONTROL 
Richard Sutro, TOllY Nero, and David GriDJ.aooud 

m. 	WINDOWS, LIGHTING, APPLIANCES AND HVAC (Chapte3 13-11) 

13: 	 ENERGY AND LIGHTING.•.• Samuel Berman 

14: 	 WINDOW PERFORMANCE AND BUILDING ENERGY USE: SOME 
TECHNICAL OPTIONS FOR INCREASING ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
Stephen Selkowitl 

IS: 	 PROGRESS IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF RESIDENTIAL APPLIANCES 
AND SPACE CONDmONING EQUJPMENT .... Howard Geller 

16: 	 ECONOMICS OF EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS IN RESIDENTIAL 
APPLIANCES AND SPACE CONDmONING EQUIPMENT 
M. Levine, J. Koomey, H. Ruderman, P. CraiS, J. McMahon, and P. Chan 

11: 	 VAPOR COMPRESSION HEAT PUMP SYSTEM FIELD TESTS 
AT 11iE TECH COMPLEX .... Van Baxter 

IV. INDUSTRIAL AND AUTOMOTIVE (Chapters 1S-19) 

18: 	 INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSERVATION.... Man: Rou 

19: 	 POTENTIAL FOR ENERGY SAVINGS IN OLD AND NEW 
AUTO ENGINES ... John Reitz 

V. 	 ELECTRICITY AND RENEWABLES (Chapters 20-28) 

20: 	 MANAGING ELECTRICITY DEMAND THROUGH DYNAMIC PRICING 
Robert Peddie and Douglae Bulleit (Introduction by An. Rt.Dleld) 

21: 	 TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF STEAM-INJECTED 
QAS.TURBINE COGENERATION ... Erie L..- and Robert WilliamI 

22: 	 PROGRESS ON PHOTOVOLTAIC TECHNOLOGIES ... Paul Maycock 

23: 	 APPLICATIONS OF MAXIMALLY CONCENTRATING OPTICS 
FOR SOLAR ENERGY COLLECTION ... J. O'Gailacher &: R. WilllltoD 

24: 	 CURRENT METHODS FOR THE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF 
HORIZONTAL AXIS WIND TURBINES... Robert Thresher 

25: 	 HYDRO-POWER DEVELOPMENT IN REMOTE LOCATIONS 
OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ... Gl1IIIville SmiUl n 

26: 	 LIQUID AND GASEOUS FUELS FROM BIOMASS... Tom Bull 

21: 	 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF OBTAINING LIQUID FUELS FROM 
mOMASS..• Steven PlotlciD 

28: ICE PONDS•.• Theodore Taylor 

Section VI. APPENDICES A-J 

.A; A CHRONOLOGY OF ENERGY CONSERVATION AND PRODUCTION 
David Haremeister 

B: 	 ENERGY DATA 

C: 	 SUMMARIES OF REPORTS FROM THE CONGRESSIONAL 
OWlCE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSSMENT 

D: 	 PHYSICS OF SOME ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF ENERGY 
David Haremeiater 

E: 	 THE DOE-2 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR 1HERMAL SIMULATIONS 
OF BUILDINGS... B. Birdsall, W. Buhl, R. CmiI, A. Erdem, 
J. &0, J. Hinch, K. Olson, and F. WiDkellD&llD 

F: 	THE ELECTRICAL ANALOG: RC NETWORKS FOR HEAT TRANSFER 
CALCULATIONS... F. Winkel_ 

G: 	 AIR INFILTRATION IN BUILDINGS.... Mu: Sherman 

H: 	 RESIDENTIAL VENTILATION AND HEAT RECOVERY wrrn 
AIR·TO·AIR HEAT EXCHANGERS... William Filk 

I: 	 DISTRICT HEATING - SOME SWEDISH EXPERIENCES ... Enoo Abel 

J: 	 BIOGRAPIDCAL NOTES ON THE AUTHORS 
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